
 
 

Draft Restoration Features: Interpretation Guide 
*adapted from the WI DNR 

 
Here are the general descriptions of each feature category. Individual features remain conceptual and 
their specific descriptions/purpose may vary.  
 
Dredge Areas:  Conceptual drawing of an area for backwater dredging.  Illustration is not drawn to scale.  
Fine material from the dredge cut will be used to potentially cover other features.  Fine material from 
the dredge areas could also be placed into Mudflat features.   
 
Islands:  Conceptual drawing of an islands. May require additional information regarding foundation 
conditions, deeper water construction and island stability for these features. Islands intended to break 
up “fetch” or wind-induced wave action, alter sediment flow, and create fish/wildlife habitat.  
 
Peninsulas:  The peninsulas will support bottomland forest, break up “fetch” or wind-induced wave 
action, alter sediment flow, and create fish/wildlife habitat. 
 
Channel Plug: This feature would completely cut off flow from Wisconsin Channel.  Ideally the channel 
plug would be constructed to a width that would create a stable shoreline while maintaining some of 
the deep water on the north side to offer some bathymetric diversity to the area.   
 
Mudflat:  The mudflat would be an area to place fine material from backwater dredging operations.  This 
area could also provide a location for fine material generated from access dredging or the navigation 
channel.  
 
Bankline Restoration:  The bank along this area has some low spots that are at risk of eroding and 
introducing flow into the Pierce County Islands waterfowl refuge area.  This feature would require this 
shoreline to be elevated, widened and stabilized to reduce the risk of bank failure.       
 
Shoreline Protection:  Shoreline protection indicates that some form of protection may be needed along 
this bank (not a prescriptive measure to riprap the entire shoreline).  Shoreline protection could include 
riprap, rock groins, veins, etc.  Incorporation of woody material into these areas is encouraged.    
  
Dikes:  This feature is dependent upon having a water source for waterfowl habitat management.  Clear 
and grub trees and shrubs, reconstruct water level management dike, construct water level control 
structure.    
 
Berm:  Construct sand berm that will create an isolated wetland to the west.  The berm will be 
constructed to an elevation lower than the wooded areas to the north. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


